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"Violence, violence, violence, violence," screams Honey in Edward Albee's play, Who s
Afraid of Virginia Woolf? The 2005 edition of Script screams violence, too. In looking back
over the contents, I am struck by the number of stories, essays and poems that deal with violence and betrayal in our everyday lives. This should come as no surprise: just tum on the evening news and witness the murders, gang attacks, rapes, robberies and reckless car crashes that
pervade our cities. Just try to erase the fear and horror of mass murder, world wide terrorism
and senseless war. We look in horror and like Honey we scream violence, violence, violence.
Perhaps Script 2005 eases our fear by expressing it in prose and poetry. As G. Lynn Nelson
tells us, "language is a mystery and a miracle that has been given to us, we know not why"
(Writing and Being). We cannot save ourselves from the world, but language saves us from the
insanity of the world, by allowing us to express our fears.
What kinds of fears do we find in this issue? Fear of rape, fear of abuse, fear of betrayal,
fear of expulsion from one's home or country. Sobering? Yes. Depressing? No. I don't think
so. David Mamet explains that art doesn't "reveal truth," but "stills" our feelings of conflict by
airing rather than repressing our fears (Three Uses ofthe Knife).
This year's art seems to soothe the painful prose. Several versions of"faces" from a variety
of artists add visual features to the voices within. Stilllifes and landscapes mellow the churning
emotions. Our cover illustrates the complexity of the writer, the pen, the vortex where mind and
soul meet creatively.
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In behalf of the TCC South Campus Department of English, 1 proudly present Script 2005.
Read, enjoy, contemplate. Face the fear and still the conflict within. Write out your own fears.
Stabilize our unsteady world with art that expresses the truth of our souls.
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Preface
"Biogs, Wikis, and Pod casts:Alien Invasion or Advancing Instruction?"
This title for a session at the 2006 Texas Distance Learning Association {TxDLA) both
intrigued and frightened me. I went to the presentation expecting to hear about yet another
way computers have eroded our students' writing skills. Imagine my delight when I discovered that is not the case at all. I learned that blogs are web logs, and that web logs are
largely online diaries- a place for someone to post his or her thoughts about life experiences, current events, politics, and so on. Wikis, whose name comes from the Hawaiian
word for quick, have evolved into a vehicle for groups of people to create a document collaboratively in that all members are free to change the postings, with the final result being
a true meeting of the minds of those involved. Podcasts allow for digital audio, video, or
text broadcasts to be downloaded onto iPods or any other MP3 player. I left the TxDLA
session determined to incorporate these new uses of technology into my classes, because,
as the session presenter pointed but, our students are the very ones embracing these new
forms of expression and harnessing the potential the technology so abundantly contains.
Will blogs, wikis, and podcasts, then, replace conventional literary journals? We think
not. In fact, we are convinced there is something so special about authors being able to
hold in their hands the literary creations they have birthed that each year we solicit their
poems and short stories, their essays and artwork, to assemble into Script. We celebrate
our students' efforts here.
Let me also pay homage to Dr. Miriam Kalman 's leadership for Script 2005, even as she
has been on sabbatical working on writing projects of her own. Her vision and faith have
united our department so that what you have before you is truly a labor of love for us all.

Sincerely,
Ruth McAdams
English Department Chair
South Campus
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Kim Burton
Solace
Sweet solitude
Surrounding shadows
Whispers of the past deafening
Memories of a lifetime
Eroded by the tide of time
Yet the sound of your voice
The smell of your hair
The look in your eyes
Haunt me each night
Darkness, a blanket that covers me
Wraps me in dreams of you
Reminding me of what once was
Now lost forever
Silence roars
Stillness sighs
Enveloped within a bitter embrace
The shackles that bind me to you
Forged by pain and fury
Tenderness and regret
Love and hope
An invisible chain
Its existence is unknown to you
And so you drag it around
Day after day
Never knowing what is at the other end
Wanting you to look back
At this empty vessel
Shackled to the wall of a dark, empty cave
Which once was my heart.
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The Delivery
Alan Pitt
_Someone once said, "If you're not part of the solution, you're part of the problem."
Thi~ quote n~ver meant ~uch to me, but one day it hit me like a crowd of hungry
tourists plowmg through Times Square. I run evening pizza deliveries in the borough
of Brooklyn for a nearby Dago shop. That in itself says thousands to any NYC local. It's not the most respectable job, but it pays the bills when the stingy Tony in
charge finally decides to hand out checks. These guidos running the business aren't
ex~ctly known for gleefully tossing away money at their hardworking employees.
If It weren't for daily tips, I don't think I could afford to pay my rent on time.
This job isn't just about the money, though. It's about the stories. Seems like every
day holds an adventure. I've seen everything from drug addicts ordering pies from
fake addresses so they could blindside and rob me, to hookers offering blowjobs in
exchange for their tab. I'd say something about their idea of a tip, but I' Ill eave that
~p ~o the im~gination. At times like that you just gotta laugh and act like they're
Joking, even If you're standing there thinking, "Bitch, I don't know what diseases
you've got, but fuck ifl want any."
I've lived in Brooklyn my entire life and never knew what kind of crazy people
called this place home until I worked as a pizza runner. It gets hectic sometimes
b~t it's not always bad. Besides, I've met some interesting, influential people on m;
rugh_tl~ routes. A couple of times I've been lucky enough to run into native Brooklyn
musicians who were too stoned to pick up their own pizza. They tend to tip well.
I've met a few models, too--some strung out on the harsh realities of nightlife, some
new to the business.
As interesting as all these people are, only one thing has kept me from dropping
my nametag. Well, one girl. Every time I see her name and address pop up on our
to-be-delivered receipts, I'm quick to grab the order. She doesn't order often, so I
try to keep an eye out for her name. There are two other guys I work with, both in
their early thirties, who also deliver. One of them, Mike, is a real nice guy. He's
alerted me a few times so I could have the order. He 's fairly aware of my crush. I
suppose it's obvious since I've blushed and asked him a couple of times before if
I could deliver to that address. The other guy, Rick, is a bit of an arrogant asshole.
He's the type who acts like he runs the place to show that he can take charge whenever a manager position opens up. My being younger seems to let him think he can
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act superior towards me as ifl'm some sort of halfwit. If he grabs the ticket for the
girl 's order, it's his. He's not the type to play nice.
·'
I don't care about these guys or the owners, though. They're just filler in my work
life. For me, it's all about the girl I've never said more than, "That'll be $12.95,
ma 'am" to. It's always the same routine: my knock, my delivery, my line, her handing me the money, her smile, and her slowly closing the door in my face, so she can
enjoy her delicious hot Italian pie made just for her delivered by me.
As perfect as this love story seetns so far, it's missing an important variable.
Whenever we get an order, the receipt prints out a name and address. I know her
address and name by heart. It's not that I'm not a stalker; I just have a very selective
memory. This is where the important variable comes in. One time some weeks back,
the receipt printed with her address, but someone else's name. Apparently someone
named Brad was ordering a pizza from her address. I could have thrown myself into
denial claiming to myself it was a brother or cousin, which I sort of did, but deep
down I knew what was coming. I made the delivery despite how awkward I knew
the situation was going to be. I figured that either he'd open the door and I'd know
what type of guy she was seeing if this was the case, or she'd open the door and I'd
continue wondering who the mysterious Brad was. I'm not sure if it was for better
or worse, but Brad answered the door. I played it cool and remained calm. Not once
did I tell him how much I wished a speeding taxi would hit him just so I could have
his girl. As far as I was concerned, keeping verbal threats to myself showed I was
keeping composure. He didn't look like he could be her brother, but I optimistically
kept an open mind. I figured he could still be a relative.
"Honey, did you want any parmesan or red pepper?" he hollered into the living
room.
''No thanks, babe," she responded.
Well shit. Even if they had been fifth cousins, they still appeared to be seeing one
another. Needless to say, that was the worst delivery to her address I ever made. The
one girl in Brooklyn I had a crush on was already seeing someone.
Then carne the day my personal world would make a dramatic change. It was
November 15th. According to my cell phone, which no longer was in service, it was
9:34pm. It felt like it was freezing outside, but I'm guessing it was in the mid-40s.
So far it had been a calm night. I'd had multiple deliveries to run, but not so many
that I had to rush any more than normal. Tips had been decent and no one had made
any complaints about their pie being too cold or their breadsticks too dry. I was on
my way back to the pizza shop from a delivery I had just made to a man in his late
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hundreds. I swear that guy was alive when buckles on shoes were in style.
When I stepped inside, the Tony-on-duty spotted me and started hollering.
"Yo, kid, where ya been? We got a couple more orders ready to go. Come on!"
Damn I hate when that wop raises his voice. I'd been running pies all night. It's
like he thinks he has to yell every time he sees me just to make sure I stay on my
toes. I guess that's how business owners are.
I grabbed the three pizzas and rushed out the door. The top receipt was for two
pizzas, so I took that order first. It's an unwritten rule to deliver the biggest order
~rst. If for no other reason, it's that much less dead weight I have to cany. More
Important to the business, customer satisfaction and profit go hand in hand. I came
to the address to make the delivery and prepared my priceless pizza boy speech.
I set my second order down and rang the doorbell holding the two pizzas. I stood
patiently as a middle-aged man came to the door.
"Good evening, sir; that' ll be $21.50."
"There you are. Keep the change."
. He handed me $25 and shut the door. This, in a nutshell, is why I love delivering
pizzas to New Yorkers. They don't talk much or waste your time; they just hand you
the money and remind you what their front door looks like.
I added the $21.50 to the till in my apron I wear tied around my waist and slipped
the tip in my front right pocket. I grabbed my last order, a single pizza, and walked
back down the stairs away from the lofts. I looked at the address to see which direction I needed to go.
" Well I'll be damned," I thought to myself. It appeared as though my special
crush had the late night munchies for some good pizza. Better yet, maybe she had a
late night hunger for a cute single pizza boy. I couldn't help but grin as I made the
five-minute walk to her loft. As I approached her building, I noticed another tenant
exiting the front door. I figured it would be easier to sneak in while the door was
open instead of ringing and being buzzed into the building. I ran up the stairs before
he had a chance to shut the door.
"Pizza delivery," I informed him. Given my apron and pizza, it was obvious why
I_ wa~ there. Nonetheless, it's best to be formal when entering a building you don 't
hvem.
"No problem, man. I think I've seen you around," he replied as he held the door
open.
"Oh yeah?" I asked, making polite conversation.
"Yeah, I guess that girl upstairs orders pizzas from you guys every now and then.
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Always has those damn pizza boxes lying on the curb. You may wanna knock hard
when you get up there. I think she has her boyfriend over 'cause there :s been a bit
of racket the last few minutes, and it ~ounds like it's coming from the bedroom."
My heart plunged.! didn 't even feel like making the delivery. I wanted to drop my
nametag and walk home right then and there. Doing this would have likely resulted
in an eviction notice as soon as my next rent bill went unpaid, so I left all emotions
at the front door and proceeded.
"Hey," I said. "Thanks man. I ' 11 be sure to knock real hard."
He gestured the peace sign and left. I made my way up the stairs. Each step hurt
me in a way I hadn't experienced before. My arms went limp and the pizza felt like
it weighed fifty pounds. My legs struggled to carry me farther. The closer I got to
her door, the louder the noise coming from her room sounded. I considered running
back down the stairs to ring her bell and waiting to be buzzed in, but I wasn't sure if
I had the heart to make the journey up those torturous steps again. l continued up the
last few into her doorway, where I stood still. I held the pizza with my left hand and
wiped my clammy right hand on my apron. I felt beads of sweat squeezing from the
pores on my face. I ran my fingers through my short hair, dragging my palm across
my damp forehead. Once again I nervously wiped my hand on my apron, drying it
off. I could hear them inside. Her voice made my stomach tighten and I felt nausea
assault me. I tried to ignore the noises coming from inside, to remain casual. I tightened my fist and slammed my knuckles into the door three times. lt was my patented
knock, but a bit harder than usual. The noises stopped, and I felt a deep breath come
over me. I was light-headed and confused. My vision went blurry. I think I forgot
my name for a second. I gazed at the door as l heard footsteps approach. The door
unlocked and opened. The security chain remained latched and a sweaty male face
popped into vision.
"I have a pizza delivery for--" the name slipped my mind. A bead of sweat broke
free from my forehead and slid down my cheek.
"Honey, did you order a pizza?" he shouted into the other room. This time there
was no audible answer. He peered back at me through the crack between the doorway
and the door held by the chain. "How much?"
"Uhm --" I muttered as I gazed at the box. It was a price I had memorized and
had never forgotten. "$12.95." It felt good to get that number out. I couldn't take
another second of his cold stare.
"One sec."
The door shut; seconds later I heard his voice. It sounded like he yelled at her.
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I wanted to open the door enough to hear what was being said, but I hid my curiosity in my pocket. A few more seconds passed before I heard his footsteps approach
the door again. This time he removed the chain and opened the door, but less than
halfway. He handed me fifteen dollars, grabbed the pizza and shut the door without
once looking at me. I heard the chain lock click in place. For the few seconds the
door was open, I thought I heard weak crying in the background . I stood still at the
door, staring straight at it. I was no longer light-heade d or confused. General curiosity carne over me once again.
"Should I be worried?" I thought to myself.
The signs of sex are curiously similar to signs of abuse, I realized. But this
situation was foreign to me. I'd never dealt with a domestic disturbance , so I was
dumbfound ed about what to look or listen for. At the same time, I was standing in
front of a customer's door. From anyone else 's point of view, that would have looked
suspicious. I turned to walk away when I heard her voice again, louder this time.
" Stop! Get off me, Brad! I said no! " she yelled.
I heard her struggling and assumed my earlier suspicions may have been true. I
turned back to the door and slowly twisted the knob. I eased the door open until the
chain ran out of slack. Then I heard him reply.
"Would you shut the fuck up and turn over? I'm not gonna hurt you unless you
make me."
My face flushed and I went halfway numb. The one girl in Brooklyn I wanted to
be with was about to be raped and I could hear everything. I panicked, calmed myself, tried to think of a way to get help. The downstairs neighbor was gone, and my
cell phone had been shut off for a week due to late payments. Besides, she needed
helP. right then and there. I put my head down waiting for an idea to hit me. I heard
a garbled scream mixed with a choking sound, like someone being strangled. Before
I knew what I was doing, I faced forward and put my foot through the door.
"What the fuck was that?" I heard him yell.
I heard crying as I walked with clenched fists straight through her loft into the
bedroom to find Brad standing in his striped boxers next to the bed. She laid ass up
and crying on the bed with red marks down her back.
"What the fuck do you think you're--" Brad started to yell.
Before his mouth finished talking down to me, I swung my fist and dislocated his
jaw like throwing a brick through a glass window. It was something I'd wanted to do
since the day I knew he existed, but never thought I would have a reason. I grabbed the
blankets and threw them over her bare backside as she lay still with tears in her eyes.
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"You all right?" I asked, not knowing what I wanted to hear.
She didn't answer. She just turned her head and looked at me with a stunned,
blank face. Her emotionles s gaze slowly became a confused stare, like' she thought
she recognized me. I stood with damp eyes looking blankly at her, not knowing what
emotion to show in such a situation.
"I think I know you," she softly commented. Finally, words to break the silence.
"Yeah, I've delivered pizzas to you few times. Do you need me to call anyone?
Mom? Police?"
She ignored my question, wiping her tears as she looked down towards the floor
where her boyfriend was lying.
"Is he conscious? "
I looked down at Brad to see if there were any signs of intelligent life. I'd nearly
forgotten he was there.
" I think he's out."
I looked back at her in confusion. I wasn't sure whether to apologize for being
violent or not.
"I guess that's best for now. Don't worry about calling anybody. I'll take care of it."
I didn't know what that meant, but it wasn't my place to ask. I figured he'd been
drinking and got abusive. Maybe she was used to it. Hopefully she'd be done with
him now. What-ifs ran through my mind as I stepped towards her bedroom door.
"Well, I guess I'll let myself out," I lightly said as I rubbed my sore knuckles.
"Yeah," she responded in a low tone.
I turned my back towards her and stepped through the doorway.
"Hey," she said in a gentle voice, ''what's your name?"
I turned back around and looked straight at her eyes. It was like seeing her for
the first time.
"Thomas," I replied.
"Well, Thomas, I'm Stacy. Sorry we had to meet like this."
I knew her name. I knew her name like a mom knows her child's bad habits. But
hearing her name, hearing her say it was something I had never experienced. I left
her apartment with her voice whispering in my head. She was special. I knew she
was special.

II

.

Emotional Torture
Margaret Bliss

Faces 1
Han Yan Mok
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When I graduated from high school I looked for a quick fix to get out of the
control of my parents. I married very young for all of the wrong reasons. After six
months of marriage my husband's real personality began to show. He became very
controlling, violent, and extremely j~alous. I had a wonderful childhood with very
nurturing parents, and lacked the wisdom to know what his abuse was doing to my
mental health.
After our daughter was born I hoped that life would be better with a child in our
home. That dream of happiness would never come true. As time went on, the emotional abuse escalated; he would call me horrible names, threatening me with his
fists. lflleft him, he assured, he would make my life more miserable than it already
was. I was very scared of him, and listening to this over and over began to beat me
down emotionally.
"Who would want a worthless woman like you?" he would say. After hearing
those torturing words for so long I began to believe that I was worthless and that
everything was my fault. I found myself hiding the abuse from family and friends,
fearing ifl told anyone the repercussions would be extremely harmful to me.
After several more years of emotional abuse I could not take it any longer. I decided to tell my family. It took several years for me to finally get away from him. He
would beg me to take him back, always promising he would change, and claiming
that he was sorry for his actions. With a broken spirit and low self-esteem, I would
always return. The physical abuse healed, but the mental abuse lingered for years.
Twenty-five years later I found myself thinking about that part of my past. Regret
came to mind, regret for not knowing about and understanding what an abuser was.
If I had only known the red flags of an abuser, I would not have put myself through
hell. I have emotional peace of mind now. Becoming stronger and confident has
helped me to see right through these types of men.
Twenty-one million women in the United States are emotionally tortured, like
me. The chain of violence will never be broken as long as children are susceptible
to the abusive actions of their parents. Educating the public could help reduce the
violence against women by making people more aware and possibly seeing this
in themselves. While men can also be abused, according to the 1998 U.S Justice
Department report on violent crimes, women are five to eight times more likely to
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be victimized by an intimate partner. The most dangerous place for women is in
their own homes, according to the F.B.I. In order to minimize the devastation that
abused partners and spouses endure, they must be able to recognize the red flags of
an abuser.
It is important to define emotional abuse; however, emotional abuse is difficult
to define and is very seldom reported. First of all, abusers must have complete manipulation over the mind and feelings of their victims. Abusive people dismiss their
victims' feelings and needs, expect victims to perform humiliating or unpleasant
tasks, and manipulate them into feeling guilty for trivial things. Over time, emotional
abuse brainwashes victims. Next, abusers isolate victims from family and friends.
That assures control will continue as long as the victim does not tell what is happening. Additionally, abuse causes the victim to think she has no one else to depend
on, thus limiting her freedom to do things outside the home and feeling as if he is
constantly watching and questioning her every move.
There are many negative impacts to emotional torture. Emotional abuse tears at a
person's self-esteem and greatly impairs psychological health and social interaction.
According to The VerballyAbu&ive Relationship by Patricia Evans, unlike the effects
of physical abuse, the effects of verbal abuse often cannot be seen. In a verbally
abusive relationship, the abuser denies the abuse. The abuse often takes place behind
closed doors, and the physical abuse comes after the emotional abuse.
Children in abusive homes often grow up to become abusers themselves. Children
learn what they live. The parents often put the problem off by saying, "Oh, we're
just having a bad day" or" Don't worry about it." Failing to communicate with the
children will only lead them to have low self-esteem and negative communication
ski1ls as they mature. Jn addition, emotional abuse can affect society. As long as
children ofthese abusive homes are subjected to this life style, more often than not,
they will grow up with psychological problems. This could cause mental problems
with alcohol and drug abuse, affecting society because a lot of these people end up
in prison or are left on the streets to care for themselves.
Additionally, the cycle of violence has a typical pattern with three stages. First is
the tension building stage, which is followed by the escalation of violence. Finally,
after the violence reaches a peak, the honeymoon stage ensues; the batterer begs for
forgiveness, promising that this will never happen again. Most likely the victim will
forgive him and will blame everything on herself. That is exactly what the abuser
wants; then the cycle begins all over again.
According to Patricia Evans, who founded the Evans Interpersonal Communi-

cation Institute, the cycle is not always consistent and is very unpredictable. The
intensity of angry outbursts also varies. The cycle carries a double reward for the
abuser. The rewards are like a fix for. an addict.
Some people believe it should be easy to leave an abusive relationship; however,
it is not. There are several reasons the abuse continues. First, once the victim has allowed abuse to occur, a pattern has been set in motion that is hard to break. Secondly,
abuse continues because emotional torture breaks down a person's self-esteem and
self-worth. Finally, abuse continues pecause couples in abusive relationships usually have distorted beliefs: many equate jealousy and possessiveness with love and
attention; others believe that beating demonstrates love and care; some even believe
that women need to be controlled and kept in line. However, these myths are untrue.
Victims must understand and recognize that abusive behavior is based on power and
control. Verbal abuse is a violation, not a conflict. In a conflict each person wants
something different. They work together by listening and not judging the other 's
feelings. Conflicts are not always resolved, but people do not force, dominate, or
control one another to reach resolution.
Once victims of abuse finally understand that they are living in an abusive situation, and the abuser is not willing to change, it may take five or more times for them
to finally understand that life with an abuser will not change. Calling a hotline for
suggestions and assistance will be needed to get out safely, especially if there are
children involved. If the victim believes she cannot leave without retaliation, she
must seek legal assistance. Such steps can make it harder for the abuser to find the
victim, giving the victim more time to figure out the next move and to find peace of
mind knowing that the children are safe.
It is important for victims to tell family and friends that there is an abusive problem
in the home. This may help the victim refuse to return to the abuser, and provide a
place where the victim feels the safest and has a reliable support system.
Additionally, it is important to break cycles. So before entering a relationship it
is important for a person to understand there are many ways to recognize an abuser.
First, one must know that the best predictor of domestic violence is a person's family
history. Children of violence usually grow up to be violent themselves. When entering a new relationship, talk about the person's past, listen carefully to what he says
about his childhood. Whether male or female, if he or she witnessed or experienced
abuse as a child, he or she is at high risk of being an abuser as an adult.
Second, an individual must recognize there are many characteristics of an
abuser:
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• Low self-esteem
• Sees women as objects
• Blames others for his problems
• High alcohol use

• Poor communication skills
• Jealousy and possessiveness
• High stress, history of military service
• Poverty or lack oj education

Third, the red flags of a typical abuser can be recognized any time during a relationship. If any ofthese flags comes up during courtship, run the other way.
• Pushes too far, too fast
• Wants your undivided attention
• Must always be in charge
• Constantly breaks promises
• Extreme, unpredictable highs
• Withdraws love or approval as
and lows
punishment.
Even though past family abusive history helps predict future abuse, people have
the choice to abuse or not. Nevertheless, society must realize that abuse is a learned
behavior, and we must educate our youth. Children should never witness abuse
between parents. Their minds are not developed enough to understand that abusive
behavior is unacceptable. Children should not have to worry about adult problems.
This causes the children unnecessary stress and makes them very unhappy, which
could cause them to show anger as well. Children should be given many opportunities to make decisions in their lives; these opportunities will take a little extra effort
on the part of the parents, but in the long run the children will learn how to make
the right choices for their future lives.

Hope Eternal
Daw:n Seymour

My hope is eternal.
No circumstances can erase this shining thread
weaving through my heart. The world is bleak,
the future unsure, yet I see sunshine
in my attic room, gi'ancing out at the rough brick
across the narrow alley. That one ray of sunshine
threatens to overwhelm the weariness and get me through another day.
What a wonderful thing ...
hope.

§ooafiction shows us the inside of thin13s- a
community, a jo6, a re{ationsh~, tfie human
heart.
- Steylien 'KintJ
Alaska Quarterly Review Fall & Winter 2004,
Vol. 21 No. 3 &4.

Faces 2
Rebecca Feeney
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Last Christmas

Returning Home

Christy Pearce

Delmus Peschel

You were sitting on the bed_
As fragile as could be
Slowly opening your presents
I recorded it
Because
It meant so much to me

When I was a child, there were many nights my father would wake up with graphic
flashbacks of the Vietnam War that were so bad he would cry himself to sleep in my
mother's arms. There were nights that these flashbacks were so real he would walk
through the house with his pistol in hand, looking for the VietCong. It was very
hard for me to watch my father deal with problems like this. An impatient man, he
sometimes turned his problems on me. The horrible events that my father witnessed
and participated in shaped the next thirty years of his life, and the first sixteen of
mine. Many soldiers are afflicted with problems resulting from service; veterans of
the Vietnam War, or any other war, suffering from psychological problems should
be provided with mental health benefits for life by the U.S. government in order to
minimize the negative impacts on soldiers and their families.
Vietnam veterans suffer greatly because they did not get the proper mental help
they needed after their active combat experience. When these veterans returned home
from the war, they were reintroduced into society without being "debriefed" at all.
After being subjected to traumatic events like active combat, people need counseling
by professionals in order to prevent long term mental damage from these events.
My father has been home from Vietnam for thirty-three years and the images he
sees of the horror that he experienced are as vivid as the day that he came home. He
has coped with the psychological problems alone because there were no programs
to help him after the war. This thirty-three year old emotional baggage might have
been significantly reduced had the government had programs in place that helped
out combat veterans like him.
Participation in active combat was a major contributing factor to the psychological problems. The constant mental strain of dealing with fear, self-preservation,
and death for such long periods of time can significantly break a person down. This
environment filled with death and destruction created the vivid mental images that
plague them. For instance, my father told me a story about his best friend who was
killed in a helicopter assault. He said, "We were coming in low and fast into a LZ
(landing zone) that was some of the hottest shit that I had ever seen. Just as we were
about to put the bird down, I heard the sound of several rounds coming through the
fuselage. I turned around to make sure that everything was in one piece and saw
that Lawry's head was all over the fucking place. Just like it had fucking exploded,

First you unwrapped the electric razor
Then the cologne and the wallet
A black Buxton
"The best made in the world," you called it.
Then you pulled out a small rectangular box for me
Tears started to form
I could hardly see
You had gotten me a gift
Though you were sick as could be
You were sick
The cancer having its way
And you were still strong
Day by day
That was last Christmas
When the Lord took you away
Almost a year ago
Our last Christmas day.
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man. There were pieces of skull and brains all over me and the whole inside ofthe
chopper. I'll never forget the smell of my buddy's blood and brains all over me.
The worst part of it was when we got back that night; I had to spend several hours
cleaning what was left of my best friend out of the chopper. l.?m sorry, but T can't
talk about this shit anymore."
In addition to constantly seeing death all around them, combat veterans were
also required to kill the enemy. The people they killed were sometimes women and
children. There was a phrase coined during the Vietnam War to describe this situation: "Kill them all and let God sort them out." My father told me a chilling story
about how little respect for other human life that he had over there. He said, "The
American government was dropping these bullshit pamphlets in the enemy territory
called chu hoi pamphlets. They were written in Vietnamese and stated that if the
people came out with one of these pamphlets in one hand and their weapon raised in
the other, the government would pardon them and give them forty acres and a water
buffalo. We were sitting in an LZ in the bird and had just inserted troops when four
Vietcong soldiers ran out of the tree line with pamphlets in one hand and weapons
in the other. I thought to myself, flick those little bastards. I killed all of them with
my M-60 in about three seconds. I laughed to myself and clicked the intercom mic
on in the bird and comically asked, "What did they say?" Unfortunately, the commander on board did not find this amusing. l guess I am lucky that I did not get a
court martial for that one."
The lack of appreciation from fellow Americans when Vietnam veterans returned home also played a significant role in their psychological problems. These
people, after this horribly traumatic experience, returned home to a nation where
many people thought of them as criminals for the role that they had played in this
unpopular war. Many of them were spit upon. Many Vietnam veterans were met by
mobs of protesters that held up signs and cursed at them. This treatment stirred up
mental turmoil and anguish. After all, many ofthese veterans had been drafted and
forced to participate in this war. These people had been told that they were fighting a
war for a higher goal; for their fellow countrymen to treat them with such disrespect
was a mental blow.
The short period of time for veterans to go from active combat to reintroduction
into civilian life also played a role in their psychological problems. Many times
veterans went from combat to home in a matter of a few days. After my father was
shot down the third time, he was on American soil within seventy-two hours of being
rescued. To go from an extremely violent situation to one that is peaceful and has

laws and consequences for one's actions in such a short period oftime without some
sort of buffer to ease the transition set these veterans up for failure. Problems occur
not only when they first arrive home from war, but also over time; the ~ftereffects
stay with veterans, creating a long- lasting, mentally unstable situation.
There were many negative impacts that resulted from the psychological damage
sustained by Vietnam vets. A common problem faced by veterans of Vietnam is
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder, known as PTSD. There is a significant link between
people who have been involved in active combat situations and problems with long
term PTSD. According to Soldiers Magazine, "If deployment was to a war zone,
natural disaster, or urban riots be alert for Post Traumatic Stress Disorder in the
returning soldier." In most cases, the effects ofPTSD last for long periods oftime
and can affect them for the rest of their lives.
Another negative impact involves the high numbers of these veterans who turned
to crime and substance abuse when they returned to the United States. The veterans
who were suffering from PTSD sometimes turned to alcohol or drugs as a way to
cope with their psychological problems. This abuse can actually make their PTSD
symptoms worse while they think that they are making them better.
Families and loved ones suffered as well. I grew up in the home of a scarred Vietnam
veteran who was a very hard man to deal with. The psychological trauma that he suffered in the Vietnam War stayed with him throughout his life and continued through
the years that I spent with him as a child. My father had absolutely no patience with
me and always had to make things as hard on me as he possibly could.
There are many arguments against the importance of helping these veterans.
Some believe that it is a waste of tax dollars and that the problems these veterans
have is the price they paid for serving their country. Opponents to helping veterans
also argue that the mental condition of many Vietnam veterans is too deteriorated to
benefit from care, and that veterans use PTSD and other war- related mental issues
as a crutch to fake problems in an attempt to obtain free benefits.
However, the simple solution to the long-term consequences of the war is to provide all types of post-war care for veterans and their families. Not only do the veterans
themselves need help, but their families also need direction in how to properly deal
with them. The United States is committed to making the world a better place, even
if it means sending our people to engage in active combat and fight in other parts
of the world. They should also ensure that our soldiers are properly cared for when
they return. These veterans are a part of our society, and the government must make
sure to do everything possible to help them with their post-combat psychological
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damages. Such a policy will benefit everyone in our society.
We are presently at war in Iraq, and there are already soldiers returning to the United
States from active combat. These people must be treated for not only the physical
injuries they have sustained, but also for the psychological problems that they are
facing from their combat experience. Their greatest time of need is when they first
return to the United States, before they try to re-enter normal day-to-day life. This
country needs to care as much about its soldiers ' wellbeing as it does about sending
them to war.

Editor's Choice
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*My Journey as a Refugee
A Personal Essay
Eillll).a Mupanda
The year 1996 is a memorable year in my life. I was officially documented in
Senegal as a refugee. It all began on April 6 in Monrovia, Liberia, when rebels of
the National Patriotic Front attacked the capital city with the intention to overthrow
the Liberian government. The rebels overran the government troops and took half
of the city, including the main seaport of Monrovia.
I was at the port when the fighting began. I was one of the few fortunate individuals to leave the port on a fishing boat by way of the Atlantic Ocean. Over 1500
people who took refuge at the seaport of Monrovia were killed. With over 25 people
in a fishing boat, we managed to get clear of the danger zone, and a Senegalese ship
rescued us and took us to Dakar.
In Dakar, I was documented as a refugee and given some provisions and later
taken to a refugee camp, where I met my fellow Liberians who had run away from
the civil war in Liberia. Even though they were from Liberia, I did not know them.
We all had our sad stories to tell. Being a refugee in Senegal, my life changed from
one of independence to one of dependence. I lost my parents, brothers, sister, and
friends.
After three years in the camp, my application to relocate to the United States was
accepted, but I waited an additional two years to complete the relocation process.
I arrived in New York City on December 7, 2000, and was later brought to Dallas,
Texas. I praise God for my being here in the United States. I never dreamed of living
among wonderful and loving people, after I saw all the ugly faces and felt the pain
of war.

Meet Ethyl
Ashley Gilbreath
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*The author wrote this essay at the end ofherfirst semester in Developmental English,
a remarkable demonstration of beginning to write in a second language.
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Me Myself
R. Scott Young

~.

Last account falling spiral down
Chased. Pursued
Shadows behind closing in
Fear enshrouds me
Must hide
Darkness, shadows
Hot breath closer now
Weakness, running, not moving
Stand still, weary
Hand grabbing, pain
Escape impossible
ln the shadows' grip
Tum to face
My only enemy
Reflection of myself.

'For the 6rain, thoueh the size
is as vast as the universe.

of a arayefruit,

-Judith 'Jfooyer and 'Dicf 'T'eresi,
The Three-Pound Universe

Faces 3
Ryan Davis
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Cuts
Kristina Brennan

.
.
"The bright glint of silver against pale white kin
f s . .} my skin. I drag that stlver,
cleanly, smoothly, 'til red mixes in Thinki
nhg o .nothmg except for what I'm doing.
This strange and bizarre addiction. I h
ave t at IS no drug 0 drink I .
.
.
fior pam, this fire and the nothingness .t b .
. stmply yearn
r
I
judgment in my therapist's face as he ~tar:~~s. kcut myself ... :: I could read the
ac at me from behind his desk.
"K.ris, what does this mean?''
It means I'm crazy ...
don't kno':"." I didn't want to talk about it.
Well, you dtd write this, didn't you?"
.
.
They should change his name to Doctor State-Th
e-Obvwus. Theraptsts are good
at that. They like to talk at yo
u, never to you· the lik t
y e o repeat what you say, as if
they were losing their hearing Re t .t . '
· pea 1 , ruce and slow.
"Kris?''

:?

.
.
"Y~ah, I wrote it." My eyes wander around th ffi
eo ce to the ptcture wmdow which
opens mto the waiting room The . d
wm ow seemed to sta d ·
·
·
n mutter defiance of any
pnvacy I was supposedly being grant d M
e . y parents sat there, my mother crying,
and my dad with his arm around h
er.
"K.r.
ts, did you hear me?"
"I said I wrote it."
"Yes, but I asked you why."
"D oesn ' t my ever-so-enlightenin .
I
~n?ugh to take from my supposedly :t:~:r:~ell you? The one my mothe~ was kind
m. You seem so much more Interested
m tt than me, after all."
::well, I'd like to hear it from you."
"Of cours~ you would." I just rolled my eyes.
.
Why don t you read it aloud fi
or me, and explam as you go?"
"
"Wh t
·
a ever.
1 knew damn well he wasn't Iettin me ff h .
my beat-up Mead notebook the one I~d o IS c~uch ~til I did. He handed me
plainness of it. Hey, I thou~ht. I bet he f~:~re: ~Ith sttcke~s because I hated the
t at s some kind of metaphor as to
how I see myself.
h
Opening the cove tu ·
r, mmg to t e first page, I recalled when I had written this

alone in my room. I sat there for a moment looking at the scrawl on the page, and
how it was tear-stained. Those spots stood as mementos of those nights that would
~·
remain trapped on those pages forever.
"Not sure how or why it began; I just remember the desire to tear myself apart.
To look on the outside like I knew everyone thought I did. I don 't remember ever
consciously deciding to do it," I read in a clear, calm voice. After all, I hadn't gotten
to the hard parts yet.
"What does that mean?'' He was going to make this as difficult as possible.
"Just what it says."
"Why do you say you never chose to cut yourself, consciously?" They wonder
why people call them "The Rapists. " It's because they force you to talk, force you
to do things you don't want to do. Force you to be here.
"Can you answer that?" he prodded once again into my train of thoughts.
"It means it just happened."
"Nothing 'just happens'; you know that. Why did you do this?"
Like he could ever understand. He didn't know me or anything about my life.
How could I expect him to believe that my parents, the ideal suburban parents, fell
considerably short of perfect?
"1 don 't honestly know. Can we just move on, please?"
"If that's what you want."
Oh, yeah, 'cause you 're SOOOO concerned with what I want.
I began to read again. " I had come home from school, another day like aJI the rest.
The names, the torment. I didn't know there was anything else. Maybe that's why
no one cared; it happened so much it became normal, acceptable. Even my parents
failed to see how painful it was for me. I became every name and insult, and yet I
was no one."
"Then your parents didn 't care either?" The last thing I wanted to talk about was
my parents.
"Frankly, Doc, my parents don't know shit." 1 ignored his other questions and
kept reading.
"I cried between classes, the same as every other day. Then I would put on my
fake smile and wear it 'til I got home. Then I'd crawl into bed with all the lights off
and cry until I couldn't anymore. My father used to say I was hiding from the world.
Maybe I was. This day was different, though. I didn't hide, and I didn't cry.
"I just sat there staring blankly at my things, all those meaningless things I had
kept. Pictures of me with people I barely knew. I guess I kept them to make it look
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like I had friends. I just stared until the whole world blurred and became metallic
and cold.
Then I saw it. Metallic and cold, the razor I'd used for my art project. It looked
so inviting, and I wanted it so badly. I didn't even know why; or what I was going
to do with it once I had it. I just wanted it, the way an addict wants a fix."
I'm crazy, I thought, but I'm not sure I even cared.
"Picking it up, my mind rushed with possibilities. How could something so
simple cause so much excitement inside my mind? My room was no longer there.
The world didn't matter any more. It was just me and this inanimate thing in my
right hand. Whirling, spinning. Then, suddenly, nothing. Nothing was the first time,
nothing was the beginning."
Why does he force me to talk? I want to go, anywhere but here.
But I kept going. Part of me wanted to tell, wanted someone to finally hear it.
"I had done it, something I thought I never could do. I had deliberately hurt myself. And what's worse, I found I liked it. It was a way to kill the thing on the inside
that was slowly eating at my skin, until it started peeking through and showing itself
to the world. I wanted to kill it. I ~ould see it, black all over me, and I cut it. Like
you'd cut out a wart. I dug at it until I couldn't stand it any more."
My voice started to crack, and I could feel the wetness running down my cheeks
and off the end of my nose. He must think I'm insane, everyone must think I'm
insane. I think I'm insane.

come from.
I felt like all my scars had been ripped open and were fresh again . It was his
fault, my therapist's fault. He just liad to see what lay beneath my surface, had to
cut me open all over again, examine me all over again. I waited for my d~ctor to say
something; he was always saying things. I waited so I could pounce on h1m _an? tear
apart his words, so I could attack him the way he had attacked me. But he d1dn t say
anything at all.
.
. .
.
.
1 stared back into my notebook and a word kept showmg up, like 1t was wntten m
red and not the blue ink of my pen. The word was "ignored." Over and over again,
that same word.
T looked up from the page, hate burning in my eyes. My mouth was full ?fins~lts,
ready to spill forth , but something stopped me dead. It was a sound, almost maud1ble.
A sputtering wheezing sound, like an old junker trying to start up.
He was snoring.

"Then it was gone, and it was just my skin again, and I realized what I'd just
done. I'd taken a razor and cut myself. What would my parents think? Was I losing
my mind? My arm was red, swollen and bleeding. How long had I been gone? I
just looked at it. I both loved and hated it, the way I loved and hated myself. And
even though shame filled me and I felt like my mind was lost completely, I wanted
more.
"I dressed myself the next morning in long sleeves and heavy pants. I was terrified
someone would see me. No, that's not true ... I wanted someone to see me, to know
me, to help me. Perhaps someone would finally notice me; perhaps I would finally
exist. I wanted anyone to understand me and validate me, my pain. It's a hopeless
wish; everyone just ignores me."
I stopped. There was no more on the page. All of the memories had come flashing back and I was there again, in the moments these painful confessions bad been
written. I stared at the pages until my eyes refused to focus and the words became
fuzzy. I noticed the ink was wet and running, but I didn 't know where the water had
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After light
Julie Martinez
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White

The Role of Child Abuse in Today's Society

Kristina Brennan

Martisha Neal

In my room
On the hospital ward
Sitting in bed
Thinking of colors
Or rather their absence
All is white here
Trying to name the color of my feelings
Are they black?
Or are they white
Like the walls?
Black

Is
Strong and calm
It hides things
Yes
My feelings
Black
But white

Is
Painful to look at
Exposed.

Our 6odies are (ik.e tree trunks, simu(taneous(y ancFwred in
the eartfi and reacfii11f3_ toward tfie sun. Creativity surees
inside us, green and aRve; wfien we tune into our 6odies, we
can tay the force, tfie source, tfiat 6rims in a(( our ce(fs.
-§ayfe 'Brandeis,
Fruitflesh
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We've all seen the stories depicted in the newspaper and on the evening news.
A mother locks up her child for a substantial amount of time in a room without food
or water. A teenager babysitting for young nieces and nephews gets angry and throws
a child against a wall. Some sick adult uses a young innocent child for sexual gratification. Child abuse is becoming more and more prevalent in our society and yet it
is overlooked by our own government; consequently, if our government doesn't take
action by putting more effort into improving the situation, it will continue to take its
toll. Not only will the numbers of victims of the abuse increase, but also there will
be escalating societal problems such as violence, mental health problems, substance
abuse, and suicide.
Before we can understand the significant role that child abuse plays in today's
society, we need to know the true definition of child abuse. There are four different
types of abuse. One type of abuse that a child can suffer is neglect, including refusal
of education. Another type of abuse is sexual abuse. Physical abuse makes up a third
type of abuse. The last type, and most misunderstood, is emotional abuse, defined by
Childhelp USA as "any attitude or behavior which interferes with a child's mental
health or social development."
One cause of child abuse is pressure. There are some people who do not cope
well with huge responsibilities, and parenting becomes too much for them. A second cause is when parents or caretakers misuse drugs or alcohol. They become so
addicted and dependent on drugs and alcohol that they use money to support their
habits instead of providing important necessities for their children such as food,
water, and adequate clothing.
It is possible for abuse to occur when people aren't in their right minds and can't
control their actions. Moreover, a parent or caretaker who suffers from child abuse
may feel that the only way that he or she can deal with this traumatic experience
or gain revenge is by abusing his or her own children. People who were abused as
children themselves may grow to carry on the tradition and abuse their own. This is one
way of coping with the psychological effects this brutal act can have on a person.
Although there are myriad causes that produce the negative impacts of child abuse,
the major contributing factor is the fact that our own government is ignoring it. Do
they believe that it isn't as important as other issues? Our government's number one
priority should be to inform our society of issues that can impact our future! People
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are more likely to get involved if our government makes it an issue.
Some evidence that proves that child abuse is actually being overlooked by our
own government is the fact that most cases go unreported in statistics and research
that will later add to the growing number of societal issues. The National Resource
Center on Child Abuse and Neglect reports that "too often neglect and abuse situations are overlooked, reaching child protective agencies only after the damage is
severe or irreversible." Childhelp USA did research in 200 I and came up with these
startling statistics about the reporting of child abuse:
• The actual incidence of abuse and neglect is estimated to be three times greater
than the number reported to authorities.
• Child abuse is reported on average every ten seconds.
• An estimated 903,000 children were victims of abuse as a serious problem, yet
only one in three reported abuse when confronted with an actual situation.
The problem of child abuse will never decline if our government doesn't admit
the extent to which it affects society. It's the first step in improving the situation
because we all know that a proQJem can't be solved if it isn't known. Most kids
don't teiJ that abuse is a part of their lives. My own conclusion is that there are three
emotions that a child feels that prevents him or her from confessing this issue to
others: fear, confusion, and guilt. If you wonder why most kids don't tell that abuse
is taking place in their lives, put yourself in the child's shoes and imagine how a
child feels.
Child abuse needs to be treated like any other societal threat by our government
because it impacts everyone, not just the victim. Our society doesn't seem to notice
what the effects are even though they surround us every day of the week. Why do
you think most of the violence that we come across in the media occurs? Why do
you think the rate of suicide is steadily on the rise? Why do you think there are so
many mentally ill people out there? Why is the number of people serving time in
prisons or jails increasing day by day, along with people who suffer from drug and
alcohol consumption? Many of society's problems are the result of child abuse.
Child abuse encourages people to lie, resent, fear, and retaliate instead of loving, trusting, and listening. It lowers a person's self esteem and affects a person 's
psychological development and ability to behave normally outside his or her home.
This is why there is so much criminal behavior, drug addiction, alcoholism, suicide,
and even prostitution, which are some of our biggest societal issues. The National
Resource Center on Child Abuse and Neglect discovered these shocking facts:
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• Many prostitutes report histories of sexual abuse as children.
• Two-thirds of prisoners convicted of a first degree offense report previous
childhood histories of physical abuse.
• Hard-core juvenile delinquents experienced a history of severe physical
punishments in the home.
Childhelp USA also came up with its own startling facts about abuse contributing
.
to societal issues in 200 1:
• Each day in the U.S. more than three children die as a result of child abuse in
the home.
• More children ages four and under die from child abuse than from any other
cause; it is the leading cause of injury death for infants and young children.
• Men and women serving time in the nation's prisons and jails report a higher
incidence of abuse as children than the general population.
My mother, Marcia Neal, a correctional officer in downtown Fort Worth, has
given me testimonials of this type of behavior from individuals based on the fact that
she's around inmates injail almost every day of the week. She has informed me of
incidents from certain inmates who told her how they were neglected or abused by
their own biological parents or caretakers as children. They have told her that they
wouldn't be in the predicament they're in if they 'd had love and support as a child.
From this I concluded that for people to properly develop mentally, they need the
respect and protection of adults who take them seriously, love them, and honestly
help them to become oriented. If more people receive the respect, protection, and love
they deserve from their caretakers, our society would be better off in the future.
While current solutions exist, they are not making a noticeable difference. Creating more programs or organizations will not mitigate this issue. Creating parenting
classes on how to discipline children without abusing them won't improve the situation either.
However, if our government makes an effort to ensure that programs and organizations that are already out there are consistent in their work to decrease instances
of child abuse, then the issue may be resolved. One model for this is the Minnesota
Center Against Violence and Abuse. This center reports that many programs and
organizations have become lazy in reaching their goals. The directors of the Minnesota Center believe that organizations should communicate better to stop child
abuse and develop partnerships. This is one way the situation will improve because
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this means that existing programs and organizations will more effectively make their
ideas known to others.
Another solution is to direct federal funds to prevention programs. Preventing
child abuse is expensive; it requires doctors to treat injured patients, counselors and
psychologists to dig deeply into a person's thoughts, and child welfare agencies
to furnish a place for an abused child. In addition, there are necessary rehabilitation programs, police investigations, and individual caseworkers. Frank Putman, a
researcher at the National Institute of Mental Health, said in 2001 that "we as anation need to confront the substantial societal costs and devastating consequences of
child abuse with the same vigor as we tackle other national emergencies." Thus, our
government needs to stop ignoring the serious problem of child abuse by focusing
its attention on the issue, making sure that organizations that are already supporting
the issue are consistent with their time, actions, and effort, and raising more money
for this cause as if it were a crisis. In fact, it is the one root crisis that leads to so
many other problems in our society.

..

'ln the 6eainnirw. '1 Jian't fnaw any of the answers.
'1 couUn't even Tiave asW the questions. '1 Jian't
fnaw anytliine a6out fami{y vio(ence or 6atterina;
'] aian't ~naw '] WaS abuse£'] haa ItO 6(acf eyes
or 6roken 6ones. 'But '1 fnew a [ot a6out a 6rofen
spirit.
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-.']an 1larstow, "'The 'Dark Side tlie 'Moon"
in Rape Incest Battery: Women Writing Out the Pain,
Miriam Kalman Harris, Editor
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Guest Contributor
*The Guard
Jeff Holt
His words clutched like a drowning man's embrace
Those nights he spilled his secrets on my porch.
I helped him sort them, find each fear a place
Within the sanctuary ofhis church,
Others' opinions. Crying at times, he swore
I was the only person he could trust.
I reassured him that his private war
Was safe between us, and that problems must
Deliver change. On that score I was right;
By winter he'd st~pped calling, and I heard
Through mutual friends that he took great delight
In quoting me for laughs. And yet I guard
His secrets, rocking on my porch alone,
Each hour imagining I hear the phone.

*We celebrate Jeff Holt as one of our esteemed judges and a former TCC South
student and later professor. "The Guard" first appeared in Volume 12, Issue 2 of
The Formalist, 2001, and in Sonnets: 150 Contemporary Sonnets, ed. William Baer,
Evansville UP, 2005.
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The Boy on the Stairs
Mariah Ayala
That first step over the threshold caused a drop in temperature that could on ly be
attributed to my nerves. The shadowy atmosphere should have been welcoming after
the heat of the midday sun. Yet to tum around and retreat was my first and clearest
thought. The heavy door stayed open, and without allowing myself time to analyze
':hy, Tl~ft it open and forced two more steps out of my less than willing legs. Feeling
like an mtruder who should have come under cover of night, T immediately noticed
the staircase, which dominated the front room by its sheer size.
ln accepting this assignment had I stumbled into some cliche, a gothic novel of
~orts, I wondered. Good heavens, the size of that staircase seemed impossible judgmg from the outside dimensions ofthis house.
Just locate the items, Jaycee, I reminded myself. Evaluate and catalogue the
antiques and stop being melodramatic.
It took a couple of moments before my eyes adjusted to the shadowed interior.
I waited for the Fourth of July sparklers being set off behind my eyelids to abate
and attempted to process the rest of the entry area. That intimidating monster of a
sta ircase quickly triggered a persistent whisper in my head, warning me that the
most important pieces were probably on the second floor. There was an old desk to
the left, just inside the door. The dark wood was polished with a lifetime of use. Running my fingers across its smooth clean surface, I imagined dropping my daily mail
with practiced habit in this very spot. There was no better place to leave unwanted
solicitations and bills after a hard day at work. May be this piece is just old and not
too expensive. I put my case down on the desk and consulted the list of items that
comprised the purpose of my visit. No desk. Making a note to find out who owned
this elegant piece, I finished my survey of the room . The impression of age and
darkness emanated from the bare walls and floor. That spiraling staircase would not
recede, but instead seemed to grow larger against a backdrop of emptiness. It was
not possible that there was a third floor. I knew ifl went outside to recheck my first
impression of the house T might not return today. This feeling of anxiety was new
to me, and my mind was having a difficult time grasping its source. Please let all
antiques on my list be on the first floor. Please.
Choosing to enter what I assumed to be the living room on my right, I found myse lf instead in a rather large study. The walls were lined with empty bookcases, and
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I wondered what had happened to all the volumes this room must have once housed.
It took little imagination to see row after row of the bound classics that would have
given this spacious room an air of authority in generations past.
No furniture here, not even an old desk to admire; the r.oom possessed only the
empty shelves and a dirty window still cloaked by a-pair of thick, blood-red drapes
held back by cords made of the same color. I was beginning to suspect that this house
was cleaned out several years ago and did not contain the pieces reported to my auction
house. If they still remained, what condition could I expect them to be in?
I retraced my steps to the front room and proceed ed to the doorway leading left
of my original entry. The room was extremely dark due to the window s concealed
by heavy draperies. Allowin g my eyes adjust to further gloom, I recognized how
perfect this room must have once been for entertaining.
A thorough inspection of the unlit reaches produced one item I recalled from
my list. My memory of the cherry wood piano, along with its estimated price being dependent on its current condition, was what triggered my attempt to open one
of the bulky drapes. I needed to get a better look at this antique baby grand. The
material, even pulled back, did ,not help the lighting in the room; I quickly realized
these window s were shuttered from the outside. With a sigh I ran my fingers across
the covered keys. Yuck! There was a thick layer of dust that I had not expected. I
quickly withdrew my filthy hand from their cold surface. I do not know why the
grime elicited such revulsion; maybe my surprise was due to the cleanliness of the
desk by the doorway. It made no sense for one room to be immaculate and the other
left ignored, did it? The dark shape of the piano seemed to sense my response to its
neglected state. I know it was impossible, but it seemed to darken in the gloom and
become even harder to see. I backed away from the dark comer of the room and
took a deep breath.
Leave it for the movers, I thought. This is si lly! I could not understand why I was
being so skittish. I forced myself to tum my back on the furniture and its imagined
change, forced myself to walk across the floor with even, unhurried steps. You are
such an idiot, Jaycee.
Reenter ing the front area, my eyes were immediately pulled back to the staircase
and the face looking past me into the room I had just left. I closed my eyes quickly
and told myself, let's try this again. I opened my eyes and expelled a low breath as
I forced myself to accept what appeared before me. It was still there-- he, I should
say, was still there. This little boy sat eye level to me on the stairs peering through
the railings, his hands tightly gripping the polished bars on either side of his face.

His dark eyes, full of sorrow, stared past me. I felt like I had become an apparition,
unrecognized and without a solid place in this situation. I looked over' my shoulder:
what held this boy's complete and utter attention? This action I instantly regretted.
How do I reconcile the vision I saw before me? I spun around, for the dark room I
had moment s ago vacated was lit up like a beautiful spring afternoon. I could see
an older woman fussing with absolute adoration over a young girl who seemed to
accept the attention as her due. Their attire placed this scene in the nineteen forties,
maybe earlier, and I quickly discovered that I knew things about what was before
me, almost as though looking through different eyes.
When Mother spun Annie around to adjust the huge silk bow threading through
her dark hair, Sister immediately saw me watching the two of them and with a cruel
glint in her eyes stuck out her tongue.
"Mother, will Willie be allowed to attend the party?" Annie asked. "He always
ruins everything!" Annie's voice became tight and shrill, while her gaze holding
mine remained cold. The empty stare caused me to shiver.
"You know he will not be allowed downstairs, darling. This is your day. Hold
still; I want this bow perfect. Your guests will be arriving shortly." Mother gently
smoothe d Sister's hair, completely consum ed with her task. She spared me a quick
glance and her voice hardened. "Willie, return to your room before your sister's
guests begin to arrive! Nessie will bring up your supper later. You are not welcom e
down here this evening ." She finished the last stateme nt having already returned to
her groomin g activities.
I remained a moment longer at my position on the stairs. The table was set with
luscious desserts and treats.
How come I was never allowed to attend their parties, I wondered. Unless Father
was home I wasn't invited to participate in family festivities. Why did Mother hate
me? I knew better than to linger any longer on the stairs. Forcing myself to climb
the staircase, I heard activity at the front door.
"Go greet your guests, darling. " Mother instructed. "I will go make sure Cook
brings out the rest of the sandwiches and desserts."
By the time I reached the hall on the second floor, the giggling of the newly
arrived ladies held my entire focus. I wanted to be down there, surrounded by their
gaiety. The sounds of the party became less distinct as I continue d down the long hall
to my room. I did not anticipate the empty cold space that waited for me behind the
closed door. It hurt even more listening to the muffled laughter from the first floor,
so I hastened my pace.
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Si lence ~nd .disorientation overwhelmed me as lleaned heavi ly against the door.
1 ~as upstairs, m a small room. The li ght admitted by the one bare window did not
dispel the hea~y shadows that inhabited th is space. I was upstai rs. When had I made
my ~ay upsta irs? I had no~ even inspected the kitchen or diging room in the back
section of.the first. floor. I did n~t beli eve any of the ite!IJs on my list would actually
fou~d m the kitchen, but bemg thorough was important. Th is room held nothmg o: Importance and I was still unclear as to how I had arrived at this location.
Openmg the door to leave, 1 was assailed by sounds that had no place in this empty
house. Was that piano music? The unclear sounds of women's chatter and laughter
~ompelled me backwards into the dark space. 1shut the door. We would wait up here
like a good boy, l decided. Nessie would bring us a plate soon enough.
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Sierra (Faces 5)
Erica Wyatt
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Inconsiderate Behavior
Angel Ayala
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One afternoon as I was driving home from work, I noticed very loud music coming from a car behind me. As the car raced past, the driver suddenly changed lanes
and cut off an SUV in front of me. Obviously angered by the incident, the driver of
the SUV in tum started honking his hom and sped to catch up with the other vehicle.
Moments later, farther down that same street, traffic was backed up for blocks. The
SUV was lying on its side in the middle of the road, blocking traffic. The two vehicles had been involved in a confrontation that left the SUV totaled and the other
car nowhere to be seen. The chain of events seemed to happen so fast.
This is an example of the way one inconsiderate act can have a lifetime of consequences. It all started when the first driver acted inconsiderately. The effects of
inconsiderate behavior, in many cases, seem to be contagious, passed from one person
to another. Unfortunately, we have all been guilty of this behavior at one time or
another. People exhibit bad behaviors and manners on a daily basis; however, very
few realize the impact this behavior has on their lives and the community around
them. Therefore, we as a society need to learn to identify bad situations and to use
problem-solving skills in order to stop rude behavior and break the cycle.
Every hour of every day people exhibit inconsiderate behavior, so commonplace
that it often goes unnoticed: the rude person in line at the bank, the disgruntled
cashier at the fast food drive-thru. While at times this behavior can be deliberate,
intentional, in many situations inconsiderate behavior is unintentional; often people
are unaware of the ways their actions affect those around them.
One example of bad behavior is negligent driving, which can be described as
unsafe or unlawful driving that shows a disregard for the safety of others. Another
example of bad behavior is our society's newfound passion for cell phones and their
inappropriate use. Cell phone don'ts include talking on a cell phone in a theater,
museum, restaurant, office meeting, place of worship, on an airline, while driving a
car, or when having a face-to-face conversation with someone. Bad movie theater
etiquette or poor restaurant etiquette are also examples of people's inconsiderate actions. Unfortunately, it only takes one or two disrespectful individuals to take away
from the enjoyment of others.
In addition, abuse is a more extreme example of inconsiderate behavior. It is
more extreme because it can be both intentional and cruel. Abuse is a monster that
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Education for Life

As I walked off the airplane into the primitive customs area of San Pedro Sula
Ho?duras, .an apprehensive feeling enveloped me. I noticed the military men with
thetr ~achme guns and the overwhelming commotion all around me. Men, women,
and children pa~ked themse.lves up against the fence. Some were waiting for family,
but most, especially the children who had no sense of shame, were waiting with
outstretched hands to see what the tourists would offer.
As I headed out of the airport, I noticed a mixture of makeshift homes, plush
greenery, and the large mountainous region beyond. The poverty that surrounded me
made me utterly speechless. Children were running in the streets wearing old handme- downs, and if they were lucky, they had a pair of shoes. A lot of people walked;
some had bikes. In addition, there were buses and taxis. Most of the vehicles I saw
ran on diesel instead of gasoline so the smell was sometimes overwhelming. The
wealthy were easily noticed due,to their diesel-guzzling Mercedes cars and SUVs.
In the city, there were a wide variety of lifestyles.
Society in San Pedro Sula is divided into the upper class, the middle and lower
cl~sses, th~ shack and river dwellers, and the homeless, who live where they can,
tarps for their shelter. Modernization is slow to come, but economic
usmg plastic
.
prosp~n~ is more evi~ent in the areas where the wealthy congregate. The people
~ho hve 1? the remote Jungle areas and the mountainous regions have very difficult
hves. Theu only means for survival is through the produce they grow and sell.
The lack of education is a problem for the future of a country like Honduras. There
is no ~equirement for children to attend school. Many families need every member
oft_hetr househol~ to ~ork for their daily survival. With many obstacles standing in
thetr way, educatiOn IS on the bottom of the priority list, and many end up Jacking
other life-sustaining skills.
For many years people have been aiding third world countries like Honduras.
~n~ortunately, past experiences for some groups have had negative effects on the
mdtgenous communities because of the number of problems that lie within the
country. Jane Armitage, Director of the World Banks program in Central America
states, "A tremendous amount of foreign aid comes into several countries of Central
America, but often it doesn't have the impact that it should." Corruption is part of
the problem. Also there are duplication, inefficiency, poor targeting, and a lack of

focus on quality and results.
There are many reasons that these conditions continue. For one thing, the Honduran government mandates strict _laws regarding donations that are allowed to
pass through inspections to the villages. Therefore, people get donations of rotted
clothing instead of better items such as shoes, medical supplies, school supplies, and
bicycles. Since 1961 , the U.S. government bas put billions of dollars towards military and economic aid. However, large landowners and multinational corporations
ultimately receive the maximum benefits; in the end, the original, small landowners
are forced out of their property. Additionally, these large groups own much of the
areas for farming so they receive developmental aid and financial credit from the
United States.
In addition to the government's harmful policies, the people do not have basic
life-sustaining skills; they do not know how to manage the environment, which
bas led to unnecessary destruction of the rain forest. The villagers who are lucky
enough to keep the land they were given many generations before need to be better
instructed on the benefits of reforestation. They are slowly destroying the rain forest
by not replanting what they cut down for their crops. This has resulted in the destruction of more than two-thirds of Central America 's tropical rain forest as reported
in Environment Under Fire, a book on Central America's crisis written by Daniel
Faber. As he explains, people are "compelled to over-exploit their small holdings to
survive; Central America 's poor family farmers have worked their lands to the point
of ecological collapse. As a result, they have seen a massive escalation in recent
years in oil erosion, habitat destruction, deterioration of watersheds, mudslides and
flash flooding."
Along with corruption and government inefficiency, a lack of modernity plagues
the development of the people living in these communities. There is a great poverty
difference that many won't ever realize. Most people in the United States have relatively clean water, heat and air conditioning, electric or gas, a strong roof overhead,
and four strong walls enclosing their homes. The lower class families of Honduras
have their homes built with dirt floors, or built on stilts, tin roofs, wooden or cinder
blocks that make up the walls in their one-room homes. They have no private latrines,
and the water they get from the oftentimes polluted river is the same water used to
drink, cook, wash laundry and bathe in.
An important reason for helping these specific tribes is that they live a lot closer
than some people realize and are tied to our nation. In our busy lives here in the
US, we rarely stop to think of those less fortunate than we who live so close to our
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southern borders. Additionally, ecotourism and exports from it benefit US consumers, yet we don't assist the people who are in need.
Communities like these can prosper as a result of the opportunities given to them
through certain charitable organizations. For instance, The Noft;la I. Love Foundation and The Walpakira Women's Association in La Mosquitia, Honduras teach the
women to raise, manage, maintain, and reproduce small farm animals. Other women
are becoming self sufficient by utilizing elements of the environment, such as the
Tunu Tree, to make beautiful cards and pictures of the villages, which they then sell
to the tourists.
Despite the continuous efforts of some charitable organizations, more action
remains necessary. There are several groups that have stood out and made a difference including: MEDICO (Medical, Eye, Dental International Care Organization),
The Norma I. Love Foundation, Hope Charities, and USAID. To aid in these simple
advancements for the people of Honduras we need large organizations like these
who strive to bring forth education entwined with those who offer environmentally
appropriate productivity to these communities. I believe my mother, Norma Love,
President of the Norma I. Love Foundation, is making a positive influence on the
people of La Mosquitia. Her foundation 's statement is based on the education of the
children and on preserving the rain forest. She, along with many others, has built
kindergarten buildings, churches, playgrounds, water wells, and large garden areas
for seedlings to grow. Her dream is to have a vocational school with classes that
promote sustainability and self- governance for fortunate students. I am pleased to
say that since this paper was submitted back in December my mother's dream has
slowly but surely become a reality with the help ofUSAID.
For all of this to continue, it is important to have volunteers who travel to Honduras and work with foundations set up to help the people. One way to promote
volunteerism is to let others know how fortunate we are and that with our simple daily
tools we can make a difference in someone's life. Volunteers who cannot travel to
Honduras can work with local groups who support efforts in Honduras. The nonprofit
organizations need people here to collect medical supplies, school supplies, wheat,
powdered milk, toiletries, and shoes, to name a few items. Volunteering for these
causes cannot only make a huge difference in someone's life, but it can positively
impact the lives of those who volunteer.
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